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ABSTRACT
In 2015, we performed a study to learn which Bluetooth Low Energy peripheral devices were most prevalent among consumers, as well as which services these devices provided and utilized in practice. Additionally, we sought to investigate the real-world usage of standard Bluetooth services versus custom protocols among developers. The study involved a continuous month-long scan taken on two floors of an academic building. The resulting dataset consists of scan results from approximately 3000 unique devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since its introduction in 2011, the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) radio has become a commonplace component in mobile devices and has made possible many of the resource-constrained peripherals that comprise the Internet of Things. The Bluetooth specification provides well-defined generic access and attribute protocols, as well as a data model consisting of a range of standardized services and characteristics [1]. The specification also defines a set of pre-assigned profiles that correspond with particular applications (e.g. Heart Rate, Environmental Sensing, Running Speed). However, developers are also permitted to implement their own custom services and characteristics. It is not well-understood how often developers decide to use a custom solution versus one provided natively by the BLE specification.

Our dataset helps shed light on the real-world distribution of device types and their utilization of existing BLE standards versus custom protocols and data models. The dataset could potentially yield interesting insights into how well the BLE standards match developer needs in practice.

2 DATA
In 2015, to gauge the types of BLE peripheral devices that were becoming common in the consumer space and to determine both the pre-defined and custom services and characteristics that were utilized, a month-long scan was performed inside an academic building. A dataset consisting of scans of approximately 3000 unique devices was collected.

2.1 Collection and Format
The data consists of parsed Bluetooth scan results taken continuously over a month on the first two floors of the building. The primary scanners were three Raspberry Pi boards with USB Bluetooth dongles, placed in the building as shown in Figure 1. Additionally, two relatively stationary Android devices, that were, at the time, acting as mobile Internet gateways for BLE peripherals (a deployment for a related study on BLE-based IoT gateway architecture [2]), provided supplementary data results from their regular scans.

Each result contains at minimum the parsed advertisement packet from a peripheral device, which consists of Generic Access Profile (GAP) data. If devices were in range for enough time, the scanner attempted to connect with the device to inspect its services and characteristics. The resulting dataset consists of scan results from approximately 3000 unique devices.
characteristics. If any were discovered, their UUIDs and names (for the known pre-assigned profiles) were attached to the result’s entry.

Each entry also includes metadata conveying the time, scanner location, and signal strength when the device’s broadcast was detected and received. Figure 2 depicts how many peripherals were discovered by each scanner during each hour of the day. We also fingerprinted devices that belonged to certain companies and manufacturers based on the services, characteristics, and GAP data present in results, and added these affiliations to the metadata.

The data has been anonymized by replacing device addresses with unique codes (e.g., AB:CD:EF:01:23:45 → 00118) and obfuscating any personal names associated with devices (e.g., Jane Smith’s iPhone → iPhone #12). While connections with peripherals did occur, scanners only retrieved the publicly broadcast GAP data and the rudimentary details of the services and characteristics on the device.
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